LIGHTING & CCTV PILOT (BARKING ROAD - PRINCE REGENT LANE)

During March 2016 lighting and CCTV was installed on a pilot section of the Greenway between Barking Road and Prince Regent Lane. The pilot has allowed for the trialling of light levels (which can be adjusted) to ensure that safety and security can be improved whilst limiting the impact to any neighbouring properties and on the natural habitat of local wildlife. While the night-time photographs below give an indication of the lighting levels post implementation we would recommend that residents visit the trial section to view the lighting for themselves.

Photograph (1) : New CCTV Column at Barking Road.

Photograph (2) : Night-time before implementation.

Photograph (3) : Night-time after implementation.

Photograph (4) : Day-time before implementation.

Photograph (5) : Day-time after implementation.